
The Great Neighborhoods 
Project

At Whittier International Elementary School

children’s ideas for dense, affordable housing in Boulder

Growing Up Boulder presents:



Growing Up Boulder

 Growing Up Boulder (GUB) is a child- and youth-friendly city initiative.

Vision: To make Boulder an exemplary child- and youth-friendly city.

Mission: To empower Boulder’s young people with opportunities for inclusion, influence and 
deliberation, on local issues that affect their lives.



Growing Up Boulder

 Growing Up Boulder partners with 

 Community organizations including:

 the City of Boulder, the Boulder School District, the University of 
Colorado

 Community leaders, child-serving non-profits (i.e. the YMCA), and 
businesses, and

 Undergraduate CYE interns



United Nations Convention on the Rights of the 
Child (UNCRC)

 The UNCRC is an international treaty that recognizes the human rights of 
children (people 18 and under)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GUB, a child- and youth-friendly city initiative based on the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC), was ratified by the UN in 1989 and protects the rights of anyone under the age of 19.  It was based on the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.  It was ratified by all 195 UN member nations except Somalia and the US.Based on the CRC, UNICEF (which is the UN children’s fund) developed a framework for defining a child-friendly city that includes a checklist with general questions for a community to ask itself during assessment.



What is a child-friendly city?

In a child- and youth-friendly city, young people . . .

• Express their opinions about the city they want

• Walk safely in the streets on their own

• Meet friends and play

• Have green spaces for plants & animals

• Live in an unpolluted environment

• Participate in cultural & social events

• Are equal citizens of their city



Why do child- and youth-friendly cities matter?

A child-friendly city is a city that is friendly to all!
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Presentation Notes
*encourages public transportaiton since kids can’t drive—good for elderly and environment*encourages bike lanes (good for environment and health)*access to green space*places to rest



Why do this work?

The Great Neighborhoods curriculum informs and responds to:

• City Council housing priorities 

• The City’s Transportation Master Plan

• CU’s family/graduate housing redevelopment

• Better Boulder

• The reality of Boulder’s future 
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*Boulder is very expensive and many of the people who want to live here and help make this city succeed—teachers, nurses, firefighters—can’t afford to live here.  *There isn’t much more land available, so we need to find a way to fit lots of housing into a small space and still make it a place where people will WANT to live. *Our Boulder’s population is expected to grow by almost X 16,000 by Zpeople in the next 25 years (2035) date.  *Dense housing also means we’re able to maintain more land for open space, farming or other “resource” needs—better for the environment. *allow people to live closer to the places they want to go to (school, friends’ houses, shops). 



• Growing Up Boulder team

• Whittier 3rd grade teachers

• Parent and community 
volunteers

• CU and City experts

• Boulder High School students

• CU undergraduates

Who is involved?



Methods

• Interactive Powerpoint presentations

• Field trip to Red Oak Park housing with photography

• Drawings of children’s neighborhoods and transportation methods

• Interviewed experts and researched topics

• Persuasive writing, 3-D models

• Share ideas with the community and

decision-makers



Field trip to Red Oak Housing

• Photography

• Notes

• Experiences
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*Boulder is very expensive and many of the people who want to live here and help make this city succeed—teachers, nurses, firefighters—can’t afford to live here.  *There isn’t much more land available, so we need to find a way to fit lots of housing into a small space and still make it a place where people will WANT to live. *Our Boulder’s population is expected to grow by almost X 16,000 by Zpeople in the next 25 years (2035) date.  *Dense housing also means we’re able to maintain more land for open space, farming or other “resource” needs—better for the environment. *allow people to live closer to the places they want to go to (school, friends’ houses, shops). 



Drawings of Children’s Neighborhoods and Transportation 
Methods

Neighborhood Drawing Transportation Drawing
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*Boulder is very expensive and many of the people who want to live here and help make this city succeed—teachers, nurses, firefighters—can’t afford to live here.  *There isn’t much more land available, so we need to find a way to fit lots of housing into a small space and still make it a place where people will WANT to live. *Our Boulder’s population is expected to grow by almost X 16,000 by Zpeople in the next 25 years (2035) date.  *Dense housing also means we’re able to maintain more land for open space, farming or other “resource” needs—better for the environment. *allow people to live closer to the places they want to go to (school, friends’ houses, shops). 



Interviewed experts and researched topics



Persuasive Writing and 3-D models





















Student 
work
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Minute 14:07 Tamar’s class presentation until 20:25 (6 minutes)
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